Provide 12 inches to 15 inches of clear space between adjoining end post installations.

Do not disturb or destroy any Right-of-Way markers.

Follow ROW or set end post as necessary.

Connect to culvert or bridge, or set end post as necessary.

Details shown illustrate typical situations and are not intended to cover specific cases. Refer to project plans for particular requirements at various locations.

1. Review the exact location of the posts with the Engineer prior to construction.
2. Contractor has the option to install fence continuously beneath bridges when practical.
3. Contractor has the option to install fence over the top of the culvert if this dimension is a minimum of 50 feet.
4. Floodgate, Floodplain, or Channel Crossing Fence as specified on project plans. Review the exact location of the post with the Engineer prior to construction.
5. Construct corners with posts on the inside, unless wire is cut and wrapped.